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Good morning and welcome to the Operation Fast and Furious – The Public Finally Needs to Know Press
Conference. I am Ann Vandersteel, host of SteelTruth, an online news and investigative program. . I
formerly was full time with Your Voice America as most of you know and continue to enjoy a symbiotic
relationship with Bill Mitchell and that fine REAL news organization. SteelTruth carries on in the same
tradition, thoroughly vetting our sources and evidence, and reporting only the facts, wherever those
facts may lead.
Before we start, I’d like to thank our panel who travelled to be here at great cost. I’d also like to thank
our sponsor Precision Sign Installation for generously making this press conference happen. Without
their corporate support to cover the costs, this venue would not have been available. A special thanks to
Press Club member John Milton Peterson with the American Preservation Alliance and his fantastic team
he has assembled to facilitate today’s event. I would also like to thank the National Press Club and all
the members of the media here today, the public who continues to show interest in getting answers to
this subject, family here supporting these brave speakers and most importantly our panelist of speakers.
For their stories have yet to be heard and justice yet to be served.
Today’s press conference has assembled before you victims of government gone bad. They represent
what happens when the power of the people is replaced with rogue operators that do not have America
and her citizens best interest at heart. They do not believe in the Constitution which provides us our
inalienable rights to free speech, defense from a tyrannical government and our right to privacy. Before
we focus on these fine Americans who have waited 10 years to be heard and justice served, I need to set
the stage. Joining with me today Robert Caron as one of the panelists who has participated in several
groups comprised of highly functional former members of the Intelligence Community, Law
Enforcement and Judiciary.
Robert Caron has brought with him today Mr. William Binney and Mr. Kirk Wiebe, the first two parties
to bravely come forth to report crimes by government to spy on innocent American Citizens, and
weaponize United States agencies, violating the 4th Amendment.
Robert introduced multiple parties from U.S. Agencies across the board who have contributed to some
of my reporting the previous two years. Robert has worked with the George H. W. Bush Administration,

including working with the CIA and Treasury Department, and SSG which stands for Special Situations
Group. Robert worked in technology implementation and validation including telecommunications and
surveillance systems and conducted internal investigations of government intelligence agencies. Robert
transitioned to being a consultant for George H. W. Bush, and then had been elected as CEO and
President for several technology companies owned by family members of President Bush and Secretary
of State James Baker, along with Intelligence and Military Officers, giving Robert and their Team
comprehensive industry experience to investigate the investigators.
William Binney:
As Technical Director, Binney developed a revolutionary information processing system called
ThinThread that, arguably, could have detected and prevented the 9/11 terrorist attacks, but NSA
officials ignored the program in favor of Trailblazer, a program that not only ended in total failure, but
cost taxpayers billions of dollars.
Concerned over national security, Binney and Wiebe blew the whistle on the mismanagement over
Trailblazer, using internal channels to share their concerns with Congress and the Department of
Defense Inspector General (DoD IG).
Kirk Wiebe:
J. Kirk Wiebe is a former NSA senior analyst who was awarded the Meritorious Civilian Service Award,
NSA’s second highest distinction. Wiebe worked in the agency’s Signals Intelligence Automation
Research Center (SARC) and served in the NSA for decades. Unhappy with the NSA’s misuse of data, NSA
leadership, including then-NSA Director General Michael Hayden, who ignored ThinThread in favor of an
undeveloped program, Trailblazer – which existed only on paper and was far more costly.
These highly trained and experienced former Intel Community experts and more than one hundred
Patriots coming forward just like them have been helpful in validating the claims of the heroes who are
also coming forth to tell about the incredible egregious acts of the U.S. Government championed by the
Obama Administration, regarding the Fast and Furious scandal and multiple crimes and cover ups being
posted on REPORTFORTHEPRESIDENT.COM.
These parties collectively entrusted me to get their story out accurately and forcefully and this is why we
are here today.
The weaponization of government departments that includes the illegal surveillance on Americans;
members of Congress, Judges, Military and Political Candidates is a very important part of FAST and
Furious and every scandal the Public has been witnessing and what has enabled those who are corrupt
in government, who chose political ambition and self-enrichment over working for the American people,
to so easily cover up their crimes, because they know the next moves of those who are investigating
them and any weaknesses they may have.
I will first refer to Robert, Bill and Kirk, concerning how the control and weaponization of the U.S.
GOVERNMENT Departments, including our global Surveillance Systems came about, then, we will get to
the Fast and Furious details of which many are coming out for the first time today, and I will introduce
the distinguished panel who are responsible for this exposé.

I will then give the reporters here and the American People, the takeaway on what every American
should be doing concerning the illegal arms dealings and crimes of Clinton associates and high ranking
officials from the Obama Administration.
Bill, you were the first one to come out about the magnitude of the government effort to illegally spy on
our citizens and what has evolved into the most dangerous weapon against our own Country. Bill please
start from the top.
Kirk will you elaborate?
Robert will you wrap this all up into a chronology leading to our main subject matter today about Fast
and Furious?
Turning to the Panelists
I’ve had the pleasure over the past 10 months to get to know these fine Americans who have been
directly impacted by the botched government gun walking operation and whose lives have been turned
upside down. Whether it was the loss of a loved one or a gun shop owner who was used to sell firearms
to straw buyers for the Sinaloa Cartel, over 10 years later and with firearms still being moved around the
world, they still do not have answers.
The botched government gun walking operation which became known as Fast and Furious began in
November 2009 and took place out of the Phoenix office of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms
and Explosives' (ATF) office.
Gun-buyers, many of whom the feds suspected were criminals, were allowed to take firearms purchased
in the U.S. and “walk” into Mexico without any law enforcement interference. The intention was that
once the guns were sold to drug cartels, the ATF would later track down the firearms. As you will hear
today from this panel, and between whistleblowers from the ATF and the investigations that ensued
into this operation, no attempt to trace the guns was ever found.
Prior to Fast and Furious there was Operation Wide Receiver under President Bush. Wide Receiver was
run out of Tucson between 2006 and 2007 and involved hundreds of guns that were purchased by smalltime buyers like Mike Detty, who transferred them to middlemen who then passed them up the chain
and into Mexico. Operation Wide Receiver was launched out of the ATF Phoenix office — the same field
office that oversaw the disastrous Fast and Furious. The ATF has said that Fast and Furious was
designed to track more than 2,000 firearms and link them back to Mexico’s Sinaloa drug cartel.
According to reports by Sharyl Atkisson, there were allegations of gunwalking in at least 10 cities in five
states, making this failed sting operation designed to track the guns to the cartel buyers, not just
isolated to Arizona. The ATF was put in charge of these operations under the direction of the Bush’s
Attorney General Alberto Gonzalez, and the Obama Administration’s Attorney General, Eric Holder. AG
Holder would be later found in criminal and civil contempt of Congress for not releasing documents
associated with the deadly and failed gun walking operation known as Fast and Furious. Ultimately over
2000 weapons would be lost as they were never properly tracked and eventually some found at the
scene of heinous crimes around the world.
Just like in Sharyl Attkisson’s book Stonewalled, you will hear references to the attacks and attempts to
silence these people before you today. Thanks to the bravery and perseverance of Sharyl Atkisson and
the ATF Whistleblower John Dodson, we know that the government was behind the guns walking.
Dodson joined the ATF nearly ten years ago after serving in the military and working for the sheriff’s

office in Virginia. Making the difficult decision and coming forward, in January 2011 Dodson informed
Senator Chuck Grassley’s office about the Fast and Furious operation. He then told his superiors at the
ATF what he said. Instead of honesty and transparency, Dodson’s superiors wrote a letter in February
denying ATF ever let guns walk and did not sanction or knowingly allow the sale of assault weapons to
straw purchasers.
John Dodson was marginalized, and his character was called into question by surrogates sympathetic to
the government who ran the Fast and Furious operation. He told American Thinker, “My supervisors
looked for ways to fire me and try to indict me on the accusation that I released classified information. I
owe thanks to Senator Grassley and Congressman Issa’s staff that kept me afloat and alive. I do mean
that figuratively and literally. Just think of it, if they made me go away, the whole problem goes away. I
could see their game escalating. I have been transferred, slandered, and ostracized. They had their
journalist friends try to destroy my character and reputation, including leaking my internal personnel
files. They tracked my vehicle, searched my computer and cell phones, and had surveillance over my
family and myself. I knew about these, but what is really terrifying is what I don’t know about. I do fear
that if something happened to me now there would not be an outcry.”
Today you will hear the stories of Mike Detty, owner of “Mad Dawd” became an ATF informant who says
gun walking went on for years. Wesley Felix, nephew of Edward Mark Felix and silent partner in the
National Survival Store, who will provide evidence of corruption, theft and collusion between the ATF
and Wells Fargo, their store’s corporate bank.
You will also hear from Kent Terry, brother of fallen Border Agent, Brian Terry. Victor Avila, former ICE
Agent who was ambushed with his partner, Jaime Zapata, who sadly was killed that day. Dawn Hobson,
mother of William “Neil” Anderson, also a BORTAC agent who knew Brian Terry and died 6 years after
Brian under suspicious circumstances.
Jeffrey Peterson, former DNC Donor who worked with Janet Napolitano, Marco Lopez and Dennis Burke,
part of the Arizona Mafia, who has an interesting perspective from south of the border.
Maria Espinoza, the National Director of The Remembrance Project, keeps public awareness on those
who have been slain by illegal aliens. She will be making a special announcement here today and
moving forward I think we can expect her service to also focus on getting answers to these victims
questions.
Robert Caron, with www.ReportForThePresident.com will help me tie the nexus of Fast and Furious back
into other government scandals that for too long have been parsed out as isolated occurrences. With
fresh eyes and a new administration dedicated to restoring law and order and returning power to the
people, we intend to show the overlap, similarities, key players and how further investigation needs to
continue into the relationships of all of these rogue operations and the people in power who wield the
influence and why. What is the end game? Is the idea of a New World Order like our 41st President
George H. W. Bush said behind all the corruption? Is it about getting absolute power for a few at the
top? These people stand here bravely to tell you their stories.
I have included a link to the press kit with today’s speakers and their bios along with their statements on
my website www.SteelTruth.com/fast-and-furious. You may also find it on my Twitter page pinned at
the top @annvandersteel and Facebook/thesteeltruth.
Again, thank you for coming and let’s kick it off with Mike Detty, gun store owner who was part of
Operation Wide Receiver, the precursor to Fast and Furious.

Mike Detty Bio
gunscribe@aol.com
I have been writing for consumer gun magazines, law enforcement and military journals for over 25
years and have well over 700 articles published. My involvement in the firearms industry started with
my competitive shooting endeavors. I participated in USPSA and 3-Gun competitions. A quest to learn
more about the latest technology made me a natural for product evaluations. Before their closure I
contributed to Harris Publications and now work for the Athlon Outdoor Group, which has over 40 gunrelated magazines with their well-known Combat Handguns as their flagship. I also write for the NRA’s
American Rifleman.
I received a BS from the University of Arizona in 1982 in Criminal Justice Administration and entered the
officer ranks of the US Marine Corps. A medical discharge precluded me for joining the FBI, which had
been my original career goal.
I joined my father’s business, Pro Orthopedic Devices, following the Marines. The company
manufactured sports medicine braces and I sold these products to sporting goods and drug store chains.
I designed and patented 3 universal fit braces that have been sold in every Walmart, Target and
Walgreens in the United States. In 2001 I left to start my own company, Mad Dawg Global Marketing,
Inc. and became a distributor for Armalite, Rock River and DPMS and sold these guns at Arizona gun
shows. This is where I ran into the criminal element that led to Operation Wide Receiver.
Due to my involvement with Operation Wide Receiver and knowledge of ATF investigatory practices I
have been interviewed by CBS’ investigative reporter, Sharyl Attkisson and Fox News’ William
LaJeunesse as well as NPR. Paul Barrett, a writer for Bloomberg’s Businessweek, also wrote a feature
article (The Guns That Got Away) about my experience in dealing with the ATF and traffickers.
Motivated by a sense of patriotic duty Tucson gun dealer and author, Mike Detty, alerted the local ATF
office when he first approached by suspected cartel associates.
Detty made the commitment and assumed the risks involved to help the feds make their case, often
selling guns to these thugs from his home in the dead of night. Originally told the investigation would
last just weeks, Detty’s undercover involvement in Operation Wide Receiver, the precursor to Operation
Fast & Furious, stretched on for an astonishing three years.
Though the case took several twists and turns perhaps the cruelest turn was his betrayal by the very
agency he risked everything to help.
Links
Businessweek- The Guns that Got Away, by Paul Bartlett
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2011-11-17/the-guns-that-got-away
CBS NEWS Interview with Sharyl Attkisson
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/informant-atf-gun-walking-went-on-for-years/

Social Media
Facebook Page for Guns Across the Border
https://www.facebook.com/GunsAcrossTheBorder/
Twitter @mikedetty
Mike Detty Opening Statement
Good morning, my name is Mike Detty and for over ten years I owned and operated Mad Dawg Global
Marketing- a company specializing in the sale of firearms. In February of 2006 I was at a gun show at the
Arizona State Fairgrounds in Phoenix. A young Hispanic man purchased 6 AR15s from me and paid with
cash. It is unusual, even for collectors and enthusiasts to purchase large numbers of like-items, so my
suspicions were already aroused. The following day, Sunday, this individual returned and asked if I had
more of the same type he had purchased the day before. I told him I was all out but had another 25
coming in two weeks. He responded, “I’ll take them all.”
Monday morning, I made a call to my contact in the Tucson ATF office and informed him of this
individual. The agent had me fax a copy of his background check to him and then called and asked if I
could come down to his office the following morning. The Special Agent introduced me to the Resident
Agent in Charge (RAC) Chuck Higman. To my surprise I was asked to maintain communication with the
suspicious buyer and given a cassette recorder and a box of tapes to record phone calls with this
individual. After a few communications Higman asked me to come down to the Federal Building and
formalize a confidential informant agreement. “We think we have a real chance at taking down a
powerful drug cartel. Will you help us?” This was the beginning of Operation Wide Receiver!
I had reported the suspicious buyer to ATF because I thought it was the right thing to do but never
imagined that I’d become part of the investigation. I was originally told the investigation would last
about three weeks. I ended up working with the ATF for over 3 years. I felt it was my patriotic duty and
worked very hard for the ATF, following their orders like a good Marine and assuming the crazy risks
involved to successfully accomplish the mission. During this time, I brought them 3 major cases and a
half dozen smaller cases. I was in daily contact with my case agent- Brandon Garcia, a rookie agent
whose first posting was at the Tucson office. He’d be directing these three investigations with
supervision from Higman.
Sales to cartel associates usually happened at my home in the evening. I had arranged my living room
into a makeshift sales office with variants of AR15 and AK47 semi-auto rifles, as well as .38 Super and 5.7
handguns. My customers would usually bring cash in plastic grocery bags. Most times there would be a
video recording of the meeting with a miniature device called the Hawk which was sometimes secreted
in a box of Kleenex. I’d also wear a transmitter which was so old and defective that it would often
overheat and turn itself off. I was always alone with these buyers and my closest help was SA Garcia
sitting in his car, over 80 yards from my front door listening to the conversation via the transmitter.
During the three years there were a number of close calls. One evening one of my regular buyers
brought an associate who was a member of a different family or cartel. Apparently, he was ranked high
enough in his organization to rate a bodyguard- a man, perhaps 15 years younger than me, 6’4” and
well-muscled. While doing paperwork at the table I realized this person was standing behind me. He had
no reason to be behind me, other than to intimidate me and I told my bilingual customer to tell him to
go sit down on the couch and then spun in my seat to face him. He didn’t like being told what to do and
after a very awkward staring contest eventually went and sat on the couch but continued to glare at me

with contempt. The next day, at my debrief at the Federal building, Higman said to me, “Hey good work
last night. We think we identified the big guy-he’s wanted for some murders in Mexico!”
That was my life for over three years. I was always in a constant state of hypervigilance and spent a good
deal of my workday communicating with agents and relaying phone conversations and or emails. At one
point I bought a digital recorder and ATF had me use this during buys and phone calls as the quality of
my recorder surpassed that of their government issued equipment. Oftentimes I would have to
download these conversations to my laptop to burn a CD and then deliver it to the case agent at the
federal building.
The largest case in terms of time and effort was shut down in 2008 with one of the trafficker’s load cars
being stopped at the border. These would be the only guns seized during the 3 years. My case agent told
me, “You’re going to be getting some substantial reward money-I want you to relocate. Things are going
to get too hot for you around here.” But years went by without the Tucson Assistant US Attorney
prosecuting the case. ATF agents blamed it on the AUSA but a chance meeting with Tom Ferarro, now a
US Magistrate, a couple years later at a gun show explained everything. He said, “Mike I couldn’t
prosecute that case. ATF lied to me about the cooperation of the Mexican authorities-there was none.
How can I take a case to trial when I have to sacrifice my personal integrity and professional credibility?”
Ferraro’s successor also declined to prosecute the case for the same reason.
Despite this stunning revelation, the Obama Administration DOJ dispatched AUSA Laura Gwinn- a
prosecutor who had previously specialized in MS-13 cases- from DC. Somehow, she supposedly made
this case whole and had the original actors arrested. Each of those 10 defendants as given a sweetheart
deal in order to plead guilty. In fact, of the 30 people arrested for the three cases I brought ATF, only
one person chose to go to trial and his case was dismissed 10 minutes before jury selection was
supposed to start. Gwinn, as well as the rest of ATF and DOJ, knew a trial would become an expose for
gunwalking.
While working with AUSA Gwinn-she demanded and received the detailed journal I had kept during my
three years of working with ATF. Besides the journal I had hundreds of photographs and audio
recordings-both with the bad guys and the ATF agents I worked for. Shortly after the last defendant had
been adjudicated my computer was attacked. Files had been selectively deleted and emails between
myself and the case agent had also been deleted. Without this documentation it would be my word
against ATF’s. Fortunately, I was able to retrieve all the files from my external back up device. The only
thing lost permanently was the emails between myself and the case agent.
But the computer attack was the least of my worries. Laura Gwinn had unceremoniously exposed me as
the confidential informant in each of these cases-something that both Higman and Garcia had assured
me would never happen. There is only one possible reason for this unnecessary unmasking.
Even though my first case started in 2006-during the Bush Administration-it involved the same people as
Operation Fast & Furious. Chiefly Special Agent Bill Newell, the Special Agent in Charge (SAC) of the
Phoenix office which covers all of Arizona and New Mexico.
The DOJ and ATF’s continued denial of gunwalking after Terry’s death proved to me that a cover up was
in progress. I felt it was my duty to speak out. My subsequent novel, Guns Across the Border and its
paperback version; Operation Wide Receiver details my involvement with ATF and the Mexican cartels.

Mike Ian Garland Opening Statement
AUSTRALIAN BORN U.S. CITIZEN
usa1775@aol.com
Prior to Feb 2011 I had Government officials drive to my business in a marked police car.
They bought firearms. They passed the FBI background check, they were who they said they were,
Mayor, Police Chief, City Trustee. Sales were made.
Weeks later, they came back to buy more. I asked, “Why do you want more?” They said they wanted
more for family, for protection on the border, and we also want to buy and sell and trade at gun shows,
which the ATF told me was legal. I told them, “No problem, but if these firearms turn up at a crime
scene or in Mexico, they will trace them back to you, and you will have some explaining to do”. They
told me, “No problem, that won’t happen”.
Over the course of a year, they would come and purchase more weapons, still passing the FBI
background checks, and more surprising passing the ATF multiple gun purchases check. I notified the
local sheriff about the repeated sales to these individuals, only to have my communications as required
by law fall on deaf ears.
During that year I had customers who tried to bribe me with large sums of cash to buy firearms so they
could avoid an FBI background check. I refused and went to the ATF and Police and participated in what
I thought was a legitimate undercover sting operation conducted by the ATF and local police. As I would
learn it was a LIE as they had no intention of stopping these gun sales. Please ask me about the “Leo
Incident” following this statement.
I also had one individual with a fake ID pass the background check. HOW? The 4473 form asks for the
individual’s race. I recorded them as black, and yet the potential buyer’s ID was altered and belonged to
a white man. Why didn't that send a red flag? I tried to get help, again no one would help me. I
eventually located this person through my own sources and discovered he was a Confidential Informant
(CI) for the US Marshal Service. I have documented my investigation with all the names, license plates,
phone numbers of all involved in these criminal purchases as sanctioned by the ATF and local
government officials.
The ATF would stake out my home, follow me, yet I was able to flip the table and confront them. I
eventually asked them if they needed help and let them know I thought their games were “silly”. My
actions at this point reflected my desire to not participate in what was clearly illegal activities by the ATF
and my local government officials.
Feb 2011, I get arrested in a big dog and pony show. I spent over 400 days in solitary. I was denied
medical care, blood pressure medicine, and was taken to the hospital several times. I was made to
endure freezing conditions that were so severe I could not move. I was tortured by being left to sit in
human waste for hours. I was not given toilet paper therefore I had to use my socks. Due to the freezing

temperature at night, I had to wear them to try and keep my hands warm. I was left to cleanup my
waste with my bare hands. These same hands I with whom I hold my wife. What a great justice system
we have!
I was denied my legal right to have the opportunity to speak with Jason Bowles, my attorney. I was told
no one knew anything about that call. I was provided a public defender instead. I wanted a trial, but my
public defender said, “Only guilty people want trials. You will be in here for years.” What happened to
my right to a speedy trial?
In the end, I was denied a trial. I am a US Citizen and damn proud of it. I served in the Army in Australia
and I served in the US Army as a counter terrorist trainer. I worked in law enforcement for 11 years and
as a correctional officer in New Mexico. How could I have been denied a trial? I made legal and lawful
firearm sales, all background checks were performed. I notified the ATF, FBI, and local sheriff every time
of my sales. What did I do wrong?
I was denied several media interviews, one with Sharryl Atkisson, why?
They tell me I should have known what I was doing was illegal. When a Police chief, mayor, trustee,
police officer, who drove to my business in a marked police car, passed background checks, with never a
trace request by the ATF on any of the firearms they bought from me, what more could I have done?
I was sentenced to 5 years in jail and sent to a camp, Yankton, South Dakota. What a joke that was.
there were no fences, very few guards, you could walk down the road to go eat or go to the gym. While
in Yankton the media tried to interview me, and again it was denied.
Then a real lawyer who recognized the injustice took my case pro bono. He also had the aid of a retired
ATF Special Agent Gary Ainsworth come forward who wrote an exonerating statement. It said the
prosecutor and writers of the pre-sentencing report had no idea what they were talking about. the
writers said I was illegally selling machine guns. Agent Anisworth said, “Rubbish, these are legal and
lawful firearms bought from legal wholesalers.” Why did they lie?
By the time he filed and processed by the court system, 2 years 8 months had passed. I lost my beautiful
home, possessions, and all my animals died.
Dec 13, 2013 I returned to Las Cruces, NM for re -sentencing. The government tried to frame me again,
but it did not work this time. I was immediately released. I was put out on the street with no money, no
clothes, no phone, no ID. I walked the streets for 5 days and had no one to help me.
How come the public defender, prosecutor and 7 other lawyers were not held accountable for making
these egregious errors on my defense? I reported my case to the state bar. The state dismissed my
claim as insignificant and that people make mistakes. and in the letter they wrote me, they said, oh well,
people make mistakes? It appears that both my public defender and the prosecutor are immune when
they make mistakes that cost people their freedom and property.
I was able to get a phone and went on national radio were people donated money to get me back on my
feet. All I had was my Bronco. I made my way to Midland, TX and went to work in the oil fields.
I continued to research my case and found out that the prosecutor had exculpatory evidence. The
government officials, mayor, trustee, and police officers all said on record, “Why is Ian here? He had
nothing to do with our smuggling. We only bought from him as we did everywhere.”
Come to find out, they knew about the Columbus officials all along, specially ATF Phoenix branch.
Jamie Avilla, the one straw buyer the ATF let buy the firearm that was found at the murder scene of US
Border Patrol Agent Brian Terry, was also buying firearms for the government officials, mayor, police
officers, trustee, and the police chief of the city of Columbus, New Mexico.

ATF Special Agent John Dodson, states the same in his book.
You ask, “Why would they do this to me?”
Simple, Phoenix, Arizona, thousands of guns gone, dead border patrol agent; does this make the ATF
look a little stupid?
Now, a few hours down the road, in El Paso TX, the same deal. The ATF let known government officials
buy guns, drugs, body armor, ammunition for over a year and told the gun dealer, ME and another gun
dealer 3 times, “There is no problem, keep selling”.
The sad thing is, did US Border Patrol, EX MARINE Brian Terry who loved his country, know as he lay
dying in the Arizona desert that his own government killed him? Where is justice for Brian Terry, Jamie
Zapata, William Neil Anderson?
I am trying to get my rights back. I have written several times to President Trump, as only he can help
restore my rights. The government lied and was caught, so why don't they give me back my rights? Mr.
President, please help me.

Kent Terry
twitter.com/terry_superman
https://www.honorbrianterry.com/
Proud American, getting Justice for my Brother Agent Brian Terry U.S Border Patrol BORTAC, Marine.

Wesley Felix Bio
wesleyfelixpsi@gmail.com
I was born and raised in Whittier California. Throughout my youth I used to visit my family’s gun shop
where my grandfather Herbert W. Felix Sr. and my Uncle Edward M. Felix owned 2 gun shops, one in
Southern California and the other was in Las Vegas, Nevada. They would teach my brother and I about
guns, safety and how to aim and shoot.
Upon graduating high school back in 1992, I moved to New York to live with my other side of my family
and work for my other uncle. I learned about the auto recycling business. I decided to leave the auto
business in 1996 and start a new venture in my life. I decided to go into the sign industry in which I
excelled and loved doing. After being employed by a sign company for approximately 6 years, and had
learned the trade, I decided to go on my own and establish my own company. I opened Precision Sign
Installation Inc. in 2005 and excelled from there.
In September 2006, after my grandfather passed away, I went to Las Vegas to visit my uncle Mark at his
gun shop to see how he was holding up. It was then when my Uncle Mark talked to me about taking
over the gun shop, “National Survival Store” when he retired as the CEO as he hoped to do in 2010. He
felt I was better suited as the CEO because I already knew how to run a company. Subsequently from
2007-2011 my Uncle Mark would have a run in with the ATF and the Las Vegas police department.
This is where our lives took a big turn for the worse and we become part of the rogue operation “Fast
and Furious” which has done irreparable damage to my family.
Wesley Felix statement
Hello everyone and welcome to this National Press Conference for the Victims of Fast and Furious gunrunning scandal.
First and foremost, I would like to thank Ann Vandersteel from the SteelTruth™, IRL media and 2xwide
the investigators helping assist me in our Pursuit of documentation and verification of our story.
My name is Wesley Felix and I was a silent partner in a gun shop that my family owned called National
Survival Store in Las Vegas Nevada. NSS was owned and operated by my brother and my uncle, Edward
Mark Felix. My purpose in coming to this press conference is to share with the public the issues
surrounding the gun-running problems of the Department of Justice’s ATF and many of the other DOJ
entities.
I want to explain that this has been an ongoing issue for many years under different Presidents making
this a non-partisan issue. We need the public and the media’s helped in understanding that gun running

is still ongoing, putting guns in the hands of criminals, cartels and terrorists, resulting in the deaths of
countless people.
I understand the illegal process used by the ATF. I have documentation to validate how the ATF
obtained access to weapons and distributed these weapons directly into the hands of criminals.
As I stated, this is a nonpartisan issue because these guns placed into the hands of criminals have no
bias in killing whoever is unfortunate enough to be on the receiving end of that weapon. It could be
you, your sister, your mother, your cousin, anyone in your family. The ATF’s reckless failed operation can
and has put many into harm’s way. Therefore, I am here to highlight my details of How, Who, When and
Where they performed operations.
It has taken me quite a few years to understand, research, gather documentation, and collaborate with
other VICTIMS and people to this day, who have been victimized by this issue or are aware of specific
issues that went on. I am happy to announce that everyone in our team has come together to express
their opinions, show and let the people know that they are not alone. If you are a victim like one of us
please reach out and contact us. The more united we are the stronger we are, the louder we are and
eventually the people will hear us. But we need the right people to hear us. Those who have the power
to investigate and hold the guilty accountable!
My family personally experienced ATF assisting a confidential informant (CI) steal our shop. The CI was a
female who befriend my uncle whose name was Julie Ann Shields. Her main purpose was to gain Intel
on our shop and try to seize whatever she could and throw my uncle out. She assumed my uncle was the
only owner and she didn’t do her homework, nor did the ATF agents assisting her. This Confidential
informant had a background in banking and Shields was known for forgery of documents. It appears
they used leverage against her. Shields was given an itemized list on how to take control of our shop and
put certain things in her name (to fraudulently claim ownership). During that time my uncle was being
harassed by the LVMPD/ATF field agents on the other side for false crimes he never committed. We can
get into details about that later.
ATF and the confidential informant (Julie Ann Shields) worked together in stealing an estimated 2000 +
guns and items totaling in the Amount of about $3.5 million in value. To do this, ATF had to put my
uncle’s Federal Firearms License (FFL) in her name claiming she had 100% ownership of our corporation.
Julie Shields engaged in bank fraud when she accessed and used Mark Felix’ Wells Fargo account. Wells
Fargo gave ATF the signature card for my uncle’s store account, allowed the ATF to view who was linked
to the account, and allowed them to fraudulently write checks on the NSS account. A total of
$100,000.00 was stolen from my uncle’s Wells Fargo account. The ATF ultimately called Wells Fargo and
request to “discontinue further production of records” so we would not be able to see the forged checks
nor access the account. This allowed them to illegally purchase weapons under our Federal Firearms
License. In evidence to support the Wells Fargo piece of our story is corroborated in a letter from the
bank.
The ATF did not renew our FFL when it expired in November of 2010. So how did ATF renew Edward
Mark Felix’a National Survival Store FFL under Julie Ann Shields and use it with Marks Wells Fargo
account to purchase weapons up to April 2011? You see, ATF has the ability to hide information from
the public, to avoid being held accountable for the illegal crimes of forging documents and trafficking
weapons, and to convict gun shop owners so they can seize their assets without them being able to
question them. It silenced them.
During this illegal operation, my Uncle Edward Mark Felix was being harassed by the ATF. These were
ATF agents from HQ, his probation officer Arpa Waer, married to another ATF agent, Matt Waer, who
assisted Special Agent Tommy Ho in stealing the guns. The ATF even placed an illegal tracking device

called High Roller 2 under my uncle's truck to track every move he made. This helped the ATF see where
he was in case, he was coming by the gun store or going to Wells Fargo Bank to complain about access
to his account. When ATF realized he was making too much noise (AKA whistleblower) they decided to
detain him in Pahrump Nevada, a private Detention Center in affect, effectively silencing him. They
even offered to pay him to sign over certain documents and let him go once they got what they wanted.
Instead, my uncle chose not to do anything and he stayed in Pahrump Nevada for almost 3 years
without ever being charged with a crime. We have all the documentation to verify everything in this
statement and it is all been vetted by former ATF Assistant Director Robert Sanders.
All in all I would just like to say that the main ATF S.A. Tommy Ho works for HQ and goes out into the
field offices of different states, targeting and harassing gun store owners. S.A. Ho has been recognized
and the courts have documented his role in forgery and weapons theft from various gun shops.
My brother, unaware of what had transpired up to this point, who had been a 50% partner of NSS since
1996, was able to force Julie Shields out of the store, and had his attorney draft a confirmation letter
stating such and reclaimed the shop. Unaware, ATF didn’t realize he was a 50% partner and on April 20,
2011 S.A. Tommy Ho and Julie Shields with 14 other officers broke down the door of our shop, loaded all
class 3 and every other weapon they could grab into Julie’s dad’s pickup and took them to her private
home. They unloaded into our store’s stolen merchandise into her garage.
My brother made a police report and forced the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department to make an
incident report. He was only able to remember a few of the gun’s serial numbers as some of these guns
were personal items and my uncle knew them by heart. Once we reported the weapons stolen, ATF and
Julie Shields were forced to return the guns. They received a phone call from the NFA dept saying that
those guns were on the hot sheet list and they had to return them. They could not afford to be caught
with guns that were reported stolen.
After finally finding out where my uncle was detained, I got him out and had him flown to New York for
safekeeping. We both flew back to Las Vegas in 2015 to report more weapons stolen once we obtained
serial numbers for weapons that were purchased after the FFL expired. We accomplished this by calling
the weapons distribution companies with whom we worked and requested copies of invoices under the
National Survival Store’s FFL.
Once we finished filling out the report, a police officer at the window explained to my uncle and I that
this investigation was closed by the ATF. The person who closed the case was Tommy Ho. Interestingly
enough they accepted the documentation with the serial numbers anyways.
This is just a general statement of issues that happened and we have full details including bank
statements, transactions, bank account numbers, people involved from Las Vegas Metropolitan Police
Department, ATF etc. Also we have the ATF Report of Investigation (ROI) and all the illegal statements
that the ATF made. We also have photos, videos and some of their email communications through
Yahoo.
Wesley Felix Supplement

Victor Avila Jr. Bio
U.S. Special Agent, Retired
vsurvivor11@gmail.com
Twitter @VicSurvivor11
Mr. Victor Avila Jr. is a retired Homeland Security Special Agent with over 18 years of Law Enforcement
experience. Mr. Avila began his Special Agent career in the Office of Investigations in El Paso, Texas. In
2008, he was promoted to ICE Representative and worked at the ICE office in the U.S. Consulate in
Ciudad Juarez, Mexico. He was permanently assigned to the ICE Mexico City Attaché office where he
served as an accredited diplomat and liaison to the Government of Mexico conducting international
complex criminal investigations in a wide range of violations such as narcotics trafficking, arms
trafficking, human trafficking/smuggling, financial violations, commercial fraud and counter terrorism.
Mr. Avila also successfully led and oversaw the Global Trafficking in Persons initiative. During his tenure,
he addressed large groups of stakeholders on a variety of topics and briefed the Mexican Senate and
congress committees in reference to HSI’s role in combating human trafficking, and also spoke before
government officials and non-governmental organizations regarding human trafficking matters. Further,
Mr. Avila organized various large training conferences and seminars on human trafficking and money
laundering as well as selection of the content of panel discussions and panel members. In 2011, he was
assigned to the U.S. Embassy in Madrid, Spain and served as the Assistant Attaché. He supervised
Special Agents and Local Engaged Staff and was responsible for the planning, organization,
administration, coordination of HSI activities and the enhancement of the HSI Mission in Spain, Portugal,
and Andorra which included investigations regarding intellectual property rights violations, fraud,
human smuggling, human trafficking, drug trafficking, money laundering, commercial fraud, counter
terrorism and national security investigations. As an Assistant Attaché Mr. Avila coordinated and
conducted the first Cyber Crimes Investigation Training Seminar in Lisbon, Portugal as well as the first
Human Trafficking-Cyber Crimes training Seminar for the Moss’s D’Esquadra Cataluña Police Force in
Barcelona, Spain. Mr. Avila has been recognized for Excellence in Law Enforcement by the ICE Hispanic
Agents Association; Exceptional Performance in Operation Green Horizon; Meritorious Service Award by
the Office of Investigations-El Paso, Texas; The Director’s Award for Operation in Plain Sight in Mexico;
Homeland Security Investigations Excellence in Public Service Award; The ICE Foundation Heroism
Award; The Valor Award by the Federal Law Enforcement Officers Association (FLEOA) and the Medal of
Valor for Outstanding Bravery by the National Latino Peace Officers Association. Special Agent Avila was
shot in the line-of-duty while on official assignment in Mexico. Agents Avila and Jaime Zapata were
ambushed by a Mexican drug cartel where Agent Zapata tragically lost his life. Before becoming a
Special Agent, Mr. Avila served as a United States Probation Officer for the U.S. Courts and as a District
Parole Officer for the Texas Department of Criminal Justice. Mr. Avila is a graduate of the Criminal

Investigators Training Program and Immigration and Customs Enforcement Special Agent Training at the
Federal Law Enforcement Training Center. He earned a Bachelor of Science Degree in Criminal Justice
from the University of Texas at El Paso while focusing on the identity among Hispanic-Americans along
the border. Mr. Avila is currently working on writing his book Agent Under Fire: A Murder and a
Manifesto
Victor Avila Statement video link
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1S-z4pKIhm2ltVMnTpDCgJQqqO3Y4s6KG
Victor Avila Supplement (ICE Agent and Partner of F&F gunned down victim Jaime Zapata)
The Draco murder weapon was purchased by Otilio Osorio from Off-Duty Armory based in Joshua, Texas
and sent to Mexico by Otilio Osorio, his brother Ranferi Osorio, and their next-door neighbor, Kelvin
Morrison. The WASR-10 was purchased at JJ’s Pawn Shop in Beaumont, Texas by Robert Riendfliesh,
along with nine other assault rifles he straw purchased, on behalf of Manuel Barba, a drug dealing
weapons trafficker for “Los Zetas.” A third weapon that was also used against the agents was recovered
and traced by ATF, but the results of those tests have been withheld by the agency. A Texas based
operation similar to the infamous “Operation Fast and Furious” is responsible for this bloodshed. Lack of
surveillance, poor judgment, and a foolish scheme to get a “big fish” allowed these weapons to walk into
the hands of killers.
Otilio Osorio was one of the straw purchasers of the weapons used in the murder of ICE Agent Jaime
Zapata and the attack and injuries sustained by Victor Avila, Jr. in February of 2011. ATF ballistics and
tracing analysis found that on October 10, 2010, Osorio purchased the AK-47 styled Draco weapon used
to murder Agent Zapata from Joshua, Texas based Off-Duty Armory. Approximately two (2) months
before this straw purchase by Osorio occurred, in
August of 2010, ATF reviewed summaries of multiple weapons sales to Osorio. On September 17, 2010,
ATF traced trafficked weapons to Osorio’s brother and co-habitant, Ranferi Osorio, as well as the Osorio
brothers’ next-door neighbor, Kelvin Morrison. With this combined information, ATF had an opportunity
to immediately shut down the Osorio brothers’ home gun trafficking operation and prevent the October
2010 sale of the Draco murder weapon to Otilio Osorio. Soon thereafter, on November 9, 2010, ATF
witnessed the Osorio brothers providing 40 weapons with obliterated serial numbers to an ATF
informant for the purpose of trafficking the weapons to Mexico. None of these men were arrested for
another three and a half months, in late February 2011, after a separate ATF trace report linked the
Osorio brothers’ gun trafficking operation to the murder of Agent Zapata. There have been no responses
as to why these individuals were not questioned or arrested at an earlier date.
Manuel Barba Records further indicate that ATF opened a case against Manuel Barba in June of 2010,
entitled “Baytown Crew”. The ATF file was opened against Barba due to information ATF received about
the indicted and known drug dealer’s weapons dealing. Approximately two (2) months later, on August
20, 2010, Barba took possession of a WASR-10 AK-47 type semi-automatic assault rifle (via straw
purchaser Robert Riendfliesh, and JJ’s Pawn Shop), which was later trafficked to Mexico and used
against Agents Zapata and Avila on February 15, 2011. It was recovered by Mexican authorities along
with the Draco murder weapon and confirmed by ATF ballistics and tracing analysis as a weapon also
fired on the agents. By no later than October of 2010, ATF knew that Barba was obliterating serial
numbers on weapons, the possession of which is a prosecutable offense, and that the guns were
destined for the Zetas drug cartel. ATF was also aware that Barba was still under indictment for a 2006

state drug case, and thus had been unlawfully receiving firearms while under indictment the entire time.
However, a warrant was not issued for Barba’s arrest in this case until February 14, 2011, the day before
the attack against Agents Zapata and Avila.
Upon an investigation into the circumstances surrounding Zapata’s death and Avila’s injuries, it was
discovered that the guns used in the attack were effectively provided to the Zetas by the U.S.
Government. ATF’s Operation Fast and Furious allowed and encouraged weapons to enter Mexico.
Similar operations have been found to exist or formerly exist in multiple states, including Texas, where
weapons such as the Draco and WASR-10 weapons made their way across the border into Mexico. The
weapons used to murder Zapata and severely wound Avila were shipped through the United States with
ATF’s knowledge of the shipment, in a combined effort with other agencies, and in a foolish and
ridiculous attempt to catch a “big fish.” At the very least, ATF knew the impact of failing to shut down
the Osorio brothers’ home gun trafficking operation and apprehend Barba, a known drug dealer who
was illegally possessing weapons, obliterating their serial numbers, and shipping them to the Zetas in
Mexico while under indictment.

Dawn Conner-Hobson | Representing William “Neil” Anderson Bio
dawnconnerhobson@gmail.com
My name is Dawn Hobson, mother of William Neil Anderson, BP Federal BORTAC Agent. I represent my
son for he cannot tell his story. Along with Neil, I stand for his father, brother, sister and his entire
family. My son died February 20, 2017 just 4 months before his 30th birthday.
Neil was born in Pensacola Naval Hospital, June 18, 1987. Growing up, Neil was so energetic and full of
life. No tree was to tall to climb, no obstacles were in his way, and he excelled in many ways. Other
children flocked to him. Even at an early age he would mentor those around him. Neil was gifted. His
siblings were as well but Neil craved learning new things. During those years, he played sports. He never
gave up though in the beginning not great at but persisted until mastered and very good at. We as a
family did not spend much time sitting in front of a TV. We traveled and were out doing and learning
about the world firsthand. I would say a well round childhood because we all wanted those things.
After high school Neil joined the Navy. All he wanted to do was serve his country. While in boot camp he
was already in the Navy Seal training program. When it came to graduation, he was honorably medically
discharged.
After returning home, Neil began working in loss prevention and moved into his own place. He went to
college for a degree in Criminal Justice. He applied to the local Sheriff’s Office. They were not hiring. Neil
learned about Border Patrol. He applied. He passed all requirements and began his career.
Neil began on Horse Patrol in Ajo, AZ. While there he learned about BORTAC. He had to serve for 2 yrs
before he applied. At exactly two years Neil applied, tested and became not only one of the most elite
positions in law enforcement. He was the youngest to have ever made the team. Neil was 23.
Neil joined the team during the year before Brian Terry was killed. This is where the story begins. Neil
went on to be a Senior BORTAC Agent. He was on the selection team. He trained all new team members.
Neil was even selected to go to Quantico to train FBI Agents. Neil was put into the Operations Room for
BORTAC. He oversaw all going on in the field. Then suddenly Neil died by Fentanyl.
Dawn Conner-Hobson Statement
That morning came. It was early and I was sleeping. Arizona, Oh, it must be Neil. I had just seen him
reply to my Facebook before falling asleep. I had planned to call him when I woke up as it was late that
night. This wasn’t Neil’s number though. Hello, I answered. This is Border Patrol Chaplin so and so. I’m
calling you from Neil’s house. He died last night. It was a blur and I did not believe him. I even told him
that this was the most horrible joke anyone could play.

Things were strange when I arrived in Tucson that night. I got to Neil’s home at midnight on Feb 21,
2017. Everything was mechanical. I had been ushered to the plane and from the plane by Border Patrol.
There were many, many people.
No one told me what happened. No one seemed to know. About 3am I was finally able to ask Neil’s
girlfriend and her mother. I was told that no one could see him that way and he must be cremated right
away, NO ONE could see him. I was also given a discount card for cremation and told funeral homes
charge too much. What? Wait? Are you kidding me? There is no way I would do this. No one is going to
keep me from seeing my boy and I certainly would not do that to Neil’s siblings and father.
The next morning someone claiming to be Neil’s best friend wanted to talk about Neil’s life insurance
money. He started with this is life changing money. He also wanted me to trick Neil’s father into signing
off on his portion of the insurance. This was only a few hours after arriving. What? Are you serious? My
suspicions were up. I began keeping notes immediately. Red flags everywhere!
I thought these people had done something to my son. Many statements were made that were absolute
lies. Neil and talked and talked about a lot! Things were said that were incomprehensible. As time went
on, I found it to be that much more was involved. Each new day brought more confusion.
The Tucson Police Department had an autopsy and toxicology done with the Pima County ME’s office. I
was told nothing would be known for 6-8 weeks. Jon Anderson, Neil’s father and I tried several times to
reach Detective Josh Cheek. We left several messages for him, on answering machine and with live
people in his department. Neil had long time friends who were also detectives try to reach out as a
common courtesy. No one heard anything. At 3 weeks I found out from the funeral home that the death
certificate was ready. I had them read to me over the phone what it said. I would have all info sent.
Fentanyl Toxicity. I about fell on the floor! My first thought was that Neil had pituitary cancer and had
not told me. He did have a small benign tumor.
So, I called Detective Cheek. He was rude and uncaring. He had already spoken to Neil’s girlfriend first
and we found talking to her all along. They were only together 3 years and not married. The detective
said my son was a drug addict. He said just face it. He had many named substances in his home a he just
happened to take the fentanyl that day. I was crying. He said since I couldn’t get ahold of myself, he’d
call me back after the weekend. He did not. I spoke with him 3 times. Each time I had to call him. Rude
and uncaring but only recorded our last call. I tried to make him understand that I believed someone
killed my son. He refused to listen. He even got angry. If you knew Neil, you knew how much he hated
drugs of ANY kind!
Over time, I have found ME’s report was incomplete. We spoke and I recorded. AZ is a one-party state.
Things I brought up from the autopsy were not in report but clearly in pictures. Many things have
happened. My Private Investigator, Michel Yontef quit fearing for her life. I have been threatened twice.
People have obstructed getting the contents of my son’s estate though I am his legal personal
representative. One attorney quit, the second has does nothing to protect the legal estate of Neil. I have
talked to many in government who say they will help and give me a nonworking number. We have been
told by two separate ME’s, a Pain Management doctor and many, many law enforcement officers that
upon examining the evidence of the autopsy that Neil was murdered. All afraid to come forward for fear
of dying too.

Most importantly, in the beginning, many people came to our family with concerns at Neil’s Memorial,
we knew that things were not right. I knew in my heart that someone close to Neil killed him. With all
the events that have occurred, there is government involvement. Too many to name in my opening. You
see, when Brian Terry died, Neil was one of four men who carried Brian out of Peck Canyon. Neil went to
Brian’s family after the funeral and told them that Brian did not die the way the government was telling
them. He was there. What did Neil know and why was Brian Terry in full rigor mortis in just 40 mins?
Neil knew something. I believe the corrupt were cleaning house of anyone who could implicate them. By
the time Neil died, he was a Senior BORTAC Agent and was watching Team Operations. Neil was
supposed to be going back into the field within a month of his death. Neil was murdered a very short
time after President Trump went into office and said he was going to unseal Fast & Furious Documents.
In closing, William Neil Anderson was dedicated to his country, his job and his family. He believed in
what he was doing. He kept himself in tip top condition to perform his duties. He was a genius from a
very early age. Neil had become the youngest to make the elite BORTAC Team at 23. He had also just
taken the advancement test. It was required to make a 90 to advance. He scored higher than anyone
ever had with a 100%. Does this look like someone who dies by fentanyl?
Dawn Conner-Hobson Supplement
Related Documents to Neil Anderson’s death
Events in Chronological Order
Neil had been Border Patrol beginning 9/22/2008. He was Horse Patrol the first 2 years. He made
BORTAC, 9/2010. New to the team, Neil looked up to Brian Terry, the oldest to ever make this elite
team. Neil was the youngest at just 23. Neil was just going on duty when Brian was shot. When they got
the message Brian had been shot, the BORTAC Team jumped into action. Neil was one of 4 men to hike
into Peck Canyon and retrieve Brian. Neil is the one who went to the Terry Family to tell them Brian
didn’t die the way the government was telling them. Neil remained close to Kelly Terry-Willis and
checked on Josephine Terry often. When Neil died, facts about when Brian died were mentioned. Every
single time I was told about that day, Neil’s girlfriend would say “shut up, you don’t know what you’re
talking about”. This was mostly directed to her mother. From conversations with Neil and later the Terry
family, I know my son was aware of what happened that day.

Just before Neil passed away, he took an advancement test. It was required to make a 90% to be
considered. Neil accomplished a 100% and I was told by BP that no one ever scored a perfect score. Neil
had put in for a transfer with advancement and was waiting for this. Neil told me this himself. His direct
supervisor told me he was not aware.
Before and after Brian died Neil would tell me about policy that simply did not make sense. He
considered leaving such a position to join the Army where he would be helping his country. I have found
also that he had put in applications for transfer.
Fast and Furious: There are No Coincidences
It is most assuredly no coincidence the House Oversight and Government Reform (HOGR) committee
revisited Operation Fast and Furious on June 7th of this year. “Coincidence is the word we use when we
can't see the levers and pulleys.” “Coincidence is a messenger sent by truth.” These two quotes by

Emma Bull and Jacqueline Winspear, respectively, ominously and aptly characterize the suspect deaths
of Border Patrol (BP) agents Brian Allen Terry and William Neil Anderson. Both men unearthed
information regarding the illegal and deadly weapon-running operation known as “Fast and Furious.”
Neil was one of four BP agents who carried Brian out of Peck Canyon in December 2010. Agent Terry
was the oldest person to become a Border Patrol Tactical Unit (BORTAC) agent; agent Anderson was the
youngest. Brian was the teacher; Neil was the student. Neil was one of the individuals who, after the
memorial service for Brian on January 21, 2011, took the Terry family across the street to talk with them
in confidence. Neil relayed the family needed to dig deeper to get answers, as there was more going on
than what was officially being told to the them. Brian was shot and murdered on that fateful night of
December 14, 2010. Neil died of suspect causes on February 20th of this year.
Border Patrol Agent Brian Terry was murdered on December 14, 2010, ten minutes before his shift
ended, and the day before all indications pointed to the fact he was going to “blow the whistle” on the
Fast and Furious gun-walking debacle. The bullets that ended his life were fired from a Fast and Furious
weapon.
Two months earlier, he was visiting his mother in Michigan. Brian, a principled and disciplined former
Marine, rarely discussed his work with family. But this trip was different. Speaking with his mother
Josephine previously, she relayed that Brian acted differently during this visit. He was anxious. It seemed
he had the weight of the world on his shoulders. Almost spontaneously over coffee one afternoon, he
told his mother, “I just don’t want to go back this time … something bad is going to happen.”
Operation Fast and Furious was initiated by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
(BATFE) in 2009 ostensibly to confront the problem of illegal weapons traveling from the United States
to Mexican drug cartels’ senior-level people. The ill-considered operational design involved allowing
straw purchasers in the U.S. to buy weapons and deliver them into Mexico under the supervision of law
enforcement. The weapons would be tracked by using serial numbers with the hope that future busts
would lead U.S. officials to cartel members.
Brian’s brother, Kent Terry, disclosed previously that following the killing, law enforcement officials were
sympathetic, and most importantly, responsive to the Terry family’s concerns. After a memorial for
Brian on January 21, 2011 in Tucson, Arizona, the family was invited to a hotel room full of government
suits, including prosecutors and FBI agents. The purported purpose of the meeting was to allow Kent
and his brother-in-law, Ron, to “ask any questions you might have” about Brian’s death. Rumors of guns
being “walked” across the border to Mexico were already swirling. Ron, not one to mince words,
immediately asked about the gunwalking. He stated, and Kent corroborated, that the room fell silent.
The officials failed to make eye contact (except with each other). That single question effectively ended
the meeting. Both Kent and Ron got the gut feeling that they were summoned there not to have their
questions answered but as a fishing expedition. How much did Kent and Ron know? Had Brian confided
in them about what he knew? Had Brian confided in anyone else? Is this why the government, without
notifying the family, went into Brian’s private residence after his murder, rifled through his personal
effects and removed all electronic/digital media devices, returning them, completely wiped clean, to the
family a full year later?

A couple hours later in the same hotel, the Terry family was approached my members of the union that
represented Border Patrol personnel, including Brian. The union leadership expressed their
condolences, but then very cryptically referred to 3 e-mails that they had received from Brian in the
weeks preceding his murder. They wanted the Terrys to be aware of them, but said they weren’t
allowed to discuss the content. However, it was obvious, based on the union representative’s tone and
demeanor, they weren’t typical union communications, such as transfer requests or shift schedules, for
example.
On that final visit with his mother, Brian also told her that he was aggressively confronted by a couple of
“bad” agents, and that he told them, “No need to talk to me; I’ll just walk away.” Law-enforcement
communities are notorious rumor mills, and it is more likely than not that word had somehow gotten
around that all indications were Brian was going to speak up about weapons going south with BATFE’s
permission, and expose, unbeknownst to Brian, the clandestine nature of Operation of Fast and Furious.
It is likely this confrontation was borne out of concern to protect the architects and the players. Brian
wasn’t part of the Fast and Furious Operation but, amongst other things, he had stopped vehicles
attempting to enter Mexico that contained numerous AK-47 assault rifles. When he radioed the
discovery to supervisors, the response was “Let ‘em through.” This troubled him.
During several conversations and extensive communication with Kimberly Dawn Conner-Hobson, the
mother of Neil, she recounted the following:
“Neil was a BORTAC agent in Tucson, AZ at the Tucson Sector Station. He was the youngest to
accomplish becoming BORTAC. Brian Terry was the oldest. Brian was somewhat of a mentor to my son.
They were friends and brothers as they were on the same team.
I remember that fateful day of Brian’s death. I sat down in my office and the news of an agent being
killed popped up on my computer screen. I will never forget that feeling of not knowing. I called Neil
immediately knowing he could not answer no matter who it was. Two hours later, he called briefly to let
me know he was alright. He told me that he was not there when it happened but had gone on duty 20
minutes after Brian was shot. The Team was headed out to get the 5 men involved in shooting Brian. He
was hurting, I know, but had a job and loyalty to keep going. After that horrid day, Neil did not share too
many details of the event. He would never put anyone in danger by sharing sensitive information. There
was a code of honor to live by and comport oneself.
Prior to Brian’s murder, Neil had shared things that he felt were wrong. Politics were not making sense.
He was told not to carry bullets. "That was crazy", he said to me. He, in fact, carried more than required
and told his men to do so as well – their safety being paramount. Neil and his fellow agents, in doing
their jobs, would stop suspects for illegal activities and contraband. They were instructed by their
superiors to let them go. Neil did not understand why they would be instructed to do this. There were
many things he did not agree with. He did what he was taught to do and did it well. He followed the
rules unless the team – his men - would be endangered. He did tell me there were a few agents he
worried about. Neil was not a follower; he was a leader. In fact, he told me at a certain point that he
was very happy where he was because he had become the leader of his team.

I have found since Brian's murder that Neil was there. Neil was there before Brian died. He was one of
the four men that carried Brian out of the canyon. I knew Neil remained close with the Terry family. I
asked him if it was alright that I reach out to the Terry family. The Terry's have told me since Neil's
passing in February of this year, that he was the only person from the team who kept in touch with them
on a regular basis. Neil told me after the memorial service for Brian, he was one of the men who took
them across the street to talk privately. Neil told them that they needed to get answers. There was more
going on than what was being told to them.
As for my son's passing, everything from the moment I arrived at his home has sent up “red flags.” At
first, I did not even think about the connection. There have been so many questionable events from day
one. Neil's girlfriend who was living with him, wanted us to cremate him before anyone saw him. She
didn't even want me to see him. This was the first time I met this woman. The Tucson police department
detective assigned to investigate Neil’s death would not speak with Jon N. Anderson, Neil's father, nor
me at all. He gave all evidence back to Neil’s girlfriend before he even spoke to us. When he finally called
us, he had already told the girlfriend everything. I had suspicions someone had killed my son. The
detective did not want to listen to anything I had to say. I requested copies of all his reports, but he
would not release anything except the first page. I requested everything. I talked in extensive detail with
the Medical Examiner. The detective told me my son was a drug addict. I have both the autopsy report
and the toxicology report. The detective's story does not match the Coroner's reports. I have hard copies
and notes of everything that I have been taking - with dates - from the beginning. The actual cause of
death was heart failure due to Fentanyl Poisoning. I sincerely believe someone put this in his drink or
food or in some manner to silence Neil.
Someone created a Go Fund Me page for our family – without us knowing. Incredibly, Neil’s girlfriend
received every penny. She also believed she was Neil's sole beneficiary, which was not the case. She
was not listed. Recently the Go Fund Me page was changed to her name - only after payment was made
to her. She paid for nothing concerning Neil's funeral, his home nor anything related to his passing. I was
left with that.
Many things were said to me that I did not understand fully at the time. Initially, Neil’s girlfriend was
afraid someone would come after her after Neil’s death. She did not want me to tell anything to anyone,
and she would get angry if anything about Neil’s death were mentioned. I went to Neil's boss to talk
about my son's behavior before his death. He confirmed that Neil never at any point behaved in such a
manner that would indicate any problems. I needed that final piece from him – Neil’s boss. Within an
hour of talking with Neil’s superior, I received a threatening call. A woman who identified herself as
attorney Sharolyn Griffiths from Tucson called me from a number that registered on my phone as
‘private.’ If I did not stop, I would be arrested, she relayed. I asked, ‘Stop what?’ She said my phone
calls had been recorded. Again, she asked, ‘Are you gonna stop?’ I told her she needed to speak with my
attorney. She gave me a number to contact because she called from a restricted number. I was told that
it was her personal number. Then she said to me, ‘No one can help you. Your attorney can't help you. No
one can.’ Then she abruptly hung up on me.

I have much, much more to share. I would like to state that Border Patrol, as an agency, is a phenomenal
organization. I just believe – as apparently Brian Terry uncovered before his death - there might be bad
people involved. Neil’s girlfriend is not the only person that I have reason to suspect. I have only
mentioned her because I believe she may have been promised something in exchange for her actions
and silence (i.e., Neil’s life insurance). There have been too many comments from people when I was in
AZ. When I returned home, many people brought even more to my attention.
Neil's friends from BP promised to stay close. Not one has had anything to do with me or any family or
friends since returning home. Why? I believe they may be afraid to get involved – else suffer the
repercussions that befell intrepid souls such as ATFE Special Agent John Dodson and retired ATFE Special
Agents Vince Cefalu and Jay Dobyns. Knowing all that happened to Brian and the fact that there were
two other suspect and sudden deaths of BP agents near the time of Neil’s death (one 2 days before), I
am very concerned that this is foul play.”
Dawn has recently been in contact with a senior member of the HOGR committee, a nationally
acclaimed investigative journalist and the staff of a prominent radio talk show host. Hopefully this, in
conjunction with the revisiting of Fast and Furious by HOGR, will finally result in answers and
accountability regarding Fast and Furious and the suspect deaths of BP agents Brian Terry and William
Anderson.
Matthew Smith-Meck is a retired Marine Officer and an “Operation Fast and Furious” whistleblower
Prior to Neil’s death, friction in relationship with girlfriend. She told me he wanted to get married. He
made it very clear he did not wish to be married ever. Many difficulties getting her to save money. Neil
paid for everything related to his house and finances. Neil had told family members he would be
breaking up with girlfriend that weekend. Her parents showed up to spend the night. The mother has
wrist surgery the next morning very early. Neil died that night. Odd, the mother still had her wrist
surgery instead of rescheduling.
When Neil died, nothing seemed right. Many red flags from the time I arrived. Lies were told. Boldface
lies! I was rushed into making decisions by all involved to make final arrangements before my family
arrived. Border Patrol arranged all flights of friends and family using monies donated to me directly as
Neil’s mother. I was asked to sign all checks over to those handling. Upon arriving, girlfriend stated Neil
must be cremated right away. No one including myself could see him. I was handed a discount
cremation card by girlfriend’s mother. Family and friends were not scheduled to arrive until 2 days after
I arrived and asked to go home before I left. I needed to be with my family. All were kept separate and
dear friends were told wrong times to be at events. I was also rushed at funeral home. A man claiming
to be Neil’s best friend insisted on talking to me only hours after arriving. Wanted to talk about Neil’s life
insurance. Told me it was a life changing money. Also wanted me to trick Neil’s father into signing his
rights away so that girlfriend could take half. Wanted to set up a trust fund with someone we didn’t
know as trustee.

During the first two days, girlfriend insisted she was beneficiary on Neil’s life insurance. I know this not
to be true. Neil had called me a couple of months earlier verifying all information was correct for life
insurance. He had done that always during his working career. No beneficiary was listed which was not
understood. Girlfriend also said first day that she hoped she hadn’t given Neil too much Thera Flu, the
next day it was Sudafed. When my daughter arrived, she asked girlfriend for cold medicine to help clear
her ears from the flight. She refused. Girlfriend stated it was she gave Neil and did not feel right about
giving daughter. (This should have been taken into evidence as will be seen later.) There are many such
events.
It felt very strange that over 500 people attended Neil’s viewing and memorial, yet none of the Border
Patrol Agents spoke to me. The only ones were the few handling the events and high-ranking officers.
I have a journal I kept during this time of 25 pages. There is more.
Many strange things happened after going back home. I was pursued nonstop for the death certificate
for girlfriend. Someone even called funeral home impersonating me. They authorized girlfriend to be
able to pick up all copies of death certificate. I immediately changed as soon as I found out and told
them not to change again. I was told of instances where long time family and friends were questioned
why they were in AZ and what was their connection. One night in AZ, Neil’s best friends and roommates
from JAX were told they were not Neil’s friends and did not belong there. This person started shoving
one of them. Will tell about the garbage cans looked as if there had been a party which I was told by my
attorney.

I did not add girlfriend.

Notice date at Funeral Home. I arrived the 21st.
Tucson PD were uncooperative with family. Refused to speak with us until ready to close case.
Completely refused to speak with us about our concerns. I told him, Detective Cheek, that I believed
someone killed my son. He told me I was wrong and treated Neil’s father and myself badly. He stated my
son was a drug addict. Told me my son had been on the dark web buying drugs from China. A US Border
Patrol Agent working on the elite BORTAC Team, bought drugs from China? There is much to tell here
but I will be brief in providing information. I can answer any questions in interview. The investigation
was botched from the beginning. Four other people in the home at that time and only 2 interviewed. All
conversations were to be recorded. Of my 3 call with Detective Cheek, only the last was recorded. I had
to insist he talk to Neil’s father which he did not seem to want to do. We were a burden to the detective

closing his case. Refused again to speak about Neil and his girlfriend fighting. Important fact is that after
subpoenas, Police reports, Medical Examiner report and Autopsy, pictures, bank statements, medical
records, investments and so on, did not match. A narrative was told that is not true.
Many questions regarding the police investigation. Police took all meds in the home. They took Neil’s
allergy medicine to say he had opiate itch. I take allergy meds daily myself. The police knew Neil was
given cold medicine as he was sick. They left the bottle of liquid medicine sitting. It later disappeared.

Several law Enforcement, two separate Medical Examiners and a Pain Management Specialist have seen
all pictures. Each independent of the other have said Neil died by strangulation. Each have seen full
reports. All have said afraid to go public at this point. Notice left eye blown, bruising in front of neck. At
death blood migrates down to the back of body if in this position.

Neil always wore house shoes. This was February and it was cold.

Please note, their narrative was that Neil was a drug user. He had been on minimal pain meds. Elbow
surgery was performed November 2016. At 3 months post op, Neil denied the need for pain meds. This
was 17 days prior to death.

Spoke with the head of the Tucson Sector Border Patrol Station about my concerns. He listened and
seemed helpful. He put me in contact with Neil’s direct supervisor. He had no idea what my concerns
were and had not been filled in. I wanted to know about Neil’s performance. He seemed confused why I
was asking and then I filled him in. He said at no point did he have any reason to doubt Neil’s
performance. Neil had been in a lot of pain during surgery but was getting ready to head back into the
field. He stated that if Neil ever presented as if he had been drinking or drugs, they would have pulled

him immediately, drug tested and gotten help for him. They had done that in years past for other
agents. Few and far between. I asked if Neil had been given any drugs tests. I would have believed it
would be often as with other police agencies and military. I was told they do not drugs test. What????
These men are exposed to drugs daily and carry very powerful weapons. I can provide additional
documentation.
Twenty minutes after speaking with this man, I received a call from a restricted number. They asked for
Dawn Conner (my maiden name). Immediately this person said they were representing girlfriend and
the man who said he was Neil’s best friend. Told me if I didn’t stop, I would be picked up immediately
and put in jail. I asked several times, stop what? Said I had called each of their employers and had been
recorded by both. OK still stop what? This woman claimed to be a Sharolyn Griffiths an attorney in
Tucson. I told her she needed to speak with my attorney. This woman said no one can help you. You are
going to jail. Your family, your attorney, no one can help you and hung up.
First Attorney, Phoebe Harris offered free services for estate/probate. Said was a friend of Neil’s. Her
husband worked with Neil 2 years prior. She was aware of everything going on and supported me. She
believed girlfriend had something to do with Neil’s death. From the beginning she told me she would
make sure girlfriend would not harm the estate but ultimately, let her get away with all belongings. Also,
girlfriend put an injunction on my sister and myself. Attorney said she would get it quashed right away.
Made excuses later a conflict of interest. Stated I needed a new attorney and quit. She quit right after
leaving Tucson in July 2017.
Wrote many letters to important people in government. Trey Gowdy had Rachele Weaver call me. She is
the Senior Adviser to the House Oversight Committee. Was told they would investigate it. As soon as I
told Media, she said they would not or could not investigate unless I provided proof. Later when I had
proof, she told me to find a good church.
I hired a private Investigator in Tucson, AZ. She had been rated top in the area by BBB. She had 25 years’
experience and had testified before congress. Jon, Neil’s father and I spent many, many hours telling all
to that point. She felt confident Neil’s girlfriend had something to do with Neil’s death. Did not believe
government involvement. As time went by, she began to see the possible involvement. Then suddenly
after my last visit to Tucson, end of Oct 2017, she quit fearing for her life. She said she was positive of
government and was afraid for her life. She also begged me to quit delivering what I believe to be a
related threat. She stated my children, grandchildren and other family would be in danger. I add, no one
has been able to reach her since quitting. My current attorney and investigators from around the
country identifying themselves as potential clients.

Second attorney hired. He met with PI while in Tucson. On a phone call, he asked about PI’s findings. I
told him that she quit and what she said. He said he was going to call her to find out what was going on.
This probate case should have been cut and dry. The home and everything in it belonged to Neil. The
process to date has taken over 2 years and I still have not recovered much. Now I must prove what is
Neil’s.
I have medical records, bank statements, charge account records, phone records, all pictures, recordings
and statements from police, Fire EMS and Medical Examiner. Neil did not take these drugs that killed
him voluntarily. I have a recorded statement from medical examiner stating, no pills digested by Neil.
Investigation says he did. Neil had a knot in left cheek, just at jaw, left eye blown and bruising around
neck. There are 5 samples that are sent for lab testing as a Federal Standard. They are of eyes, stomach,
heart, liver and kidneys. The eyes and stomach were not tested. No mention of things that should have
been in autopsy report. Neil has a documented pituitary tumor. ME examined everything under a
microscope but claims she found no tumor. No mention of the eye or finding no pills. It was not until I
spoke with her that she talked about these areas. She told me if it were her son, she would try to find
the answers as well. I quote her in saying that it is very possible that someone killed Neil but proving it
was another story. I thought this is the reason for an autopsy.

In closing, I do not know what Neil knew. It is very compelling that Neil went to the Terry Family. He was
not one to be dramatic or look for attention. He wanted them to know and it had to be with every fiber
of his being to do so under a gag order. Neil’s position at his death was to oversee BORTAC Operations. I
myself overheard them speaking of bad agents the night my family had been allowed to go there. This
may or may not be directly related to Brian Terry’s death. The fact that these events still take place to
this day with evidence and the suspicions surrounding Neil’s death tell me he knew and was silenced
because of that. I have had CIA tell our family that in fact Neil had a target on his back and to never stop
fighting for him. Please help all involved to get answers. All the families deserve justice. We cannot bring
back our loved ones or take back what has been lost. We pray not another family has to go through
what we have. Thank you and God Bless.

From: MAXO Investigations <Contact@gomaxo.com>
Date: Tue, Oct 31, 2017, 4:05 PM
Subject: Tox Report Odditiy / Concern
To: Anderson, Jon <jnanderson@usbr.gov>
Cc: Dawn <DawnConnerHobson@gmail.com>
Hi Jon, did not get your email yesterday and know of course that you got the good news already from
Dawn about Sonya losing her baloney accusations, but I still wanted to make sure I replied. I’m actually
just about to leave for the rest of the day and night with a surveillance so will be off line and first time in
a longtime, off phone (it is in a poor reception area) rest of day but I wanted to make sure I pointed out
something odd in the toxicology report (the page I will refer to is attached). Forgive any grammar issues
in below, I'm typing fast so I can get this out before I go.
In the attached Coroner tells they did not test eye fluid and from my online brief study it appears eye
fluid is one of 6 standard fluids that the Coroner would test in regard to a suspicious death. They tell
that they did not test as they were looking for what are called Volatiles and from what I understand
these are alcohol type remnants in the system (not associated to intoxication). Anyway, the reason they
give for not testing the eye is because they tell no volatiles came up in the other tests they ran....
My thoughts are that they already left out stomach fluid and the eye and stomach fluid were the 2
things that would have really helped us establish murder over ingestion of pills. I know there was a knot
on Neil’s face where we hypnotize a needle could have been used but I also found in my online search
that the side of the eye is a place where things can be shot into the system too, eye is used a lot as its
not visible to the Coroner that there is something odd with the eye so they overlook. However in this
case Neil's eye is damaged so I would think the Coroner would have specifically wanted to test that fluid
(we believe the eye is damaged due to pressure but the Corner is not thinking such so why would they
not want to just do their standard eye fluid test... especially when they are already omitting another
critical test (stomach).

They are taking samples of fluids anyway so why not do all of them, why omit the 2 most vital things
someone would need to prove murder!!! It is already a suspicious death!!! I see in the paperwork
Cheek seems in charge of the Coroners inspection in that he is mentioned as the one basically in control
of the case and I would imagine in control of telling Coroner what to look for.
Anyway I just wanted to point this out and although its not enough alone to stand up as one of our big 3
– 5 reasons for having the case reopened it does go into our growing pile of case oddities, coincidences
and / or concerns.
Kindly,
Michele

From: Anderson, Jon
Sent: Monday, October 30, 2017 3:43 PM
To: MAXO Investigations
Subject: Re: Dr replied....
Excellent news, I feel us narrowing in!! How did court for Dawn go today? Thanks, jon
Jon N. Anderson
Warehouse "A"
509-633-9254
ext 1254
On Fri, Oct 27, 2017 at 7:06 PM, MAXO Investigations <Contact@gomaxo.com> wrote:
Hi Guys, I got a reply back from the Dr and he has a nice referral for us. Ill chat with you when you get
here Dawn about below but wanted to make sure I gave you both the heads up on this email... I will
write him back and thank him profusely for answering and for the referral.
Talk soon!
Michele

From: Johnstone, Robert
Sent: Wednesday, October 25, 2017 2:37 AM

To: mailto:Contact@GoMaxo.com
Cc: mailto:Contact@GoMaxo.com
Subject: RE: attempting to reach Dr. Johnstone regarding the article on homicide using muscle relaxants
Thank you for the communication. I am the Robert Johnstone who helped in the investigation and
prosecution of the rocuronium-related death in West Virginia. My co-author (Ted Stanley) who was the
national expert in opioid pharmacology and contributed two of the fentanyl-related homicides in the
article unfortunately died this year.
I will try to help you, but re-opening this case in Tucson may be less about science and more about
circumstances surrounding it. I assume it is established that fentanyl dosing was involved. Fentanyl can
cause fatal ventilator depression, especially in the presence of other drugs, and can lead to death by
regurgitation and asphyxiation, at varying doses. Note that fentanyl can be detected in post-mortem
samples.
A senior, broadly knowledgeable anesthesiologist in Tucson is Charles Otto, MD. You might start by
contacting him for information and advice. He practices critical care anesthesiology at the university
there. If he is unavailable to you, contact me again, and I'll see if I can find someone else to help you.
Thanks,
Robert Johnstone
Robert E. Johnstone, MD
Professor and Chair
Department of Anesthesiology
West Virginia University
JohnstoneR@wvumedicine.org

From: MAXO Investigations [Contact@GoMaxo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, October 24, 2017 5:03 PM
To: Johnstone, Robert
Subject: attempting to reach Dr. Johnstone regarding the article on homicide using muscle relaxants
Dear Dr. Johnstone,
I had recently read your article ( http://anesthesiology.pubs.asahq.org/article.aspx?articleid=1933637 )
of great interest were case 3 and 4 involving Fentanyl. I'm attempting to find an expert witness consult
in the area to which your article addresses. I have read your CV and am writing to ask if you or the

colleagues that contributed to the article might have interest in a case I'm working on, I'm the owner of
a private investigation agency in Tucson AZ. Your time of course would be compensated.
I represent the family of a professional and honorable man who was working in a law enforcement (not
as a police officer) that has recently died of what police tell is an overdose of primarily Fentanyl. The
decedent however was not a drug user, he had a girlfriend who obtained financial gain from the death,
the mans best friend who is also in law enforcement feels as does the family and myself that this is a
case of murder not overdose. Several areas of the death were never addressed by police, the coroner
never even looked at gastric fluid for example as police assumed this situation to be that of an overdose
on advisement of decedents girlfriend. Police have since closed the case, we seek to obtain enough
evidence to request the case be reopened.
Your expertise in the area of homicides using muscle relaxants would be of great assistance in regards to
our case. It does not matter that you are not in AZ as we can easily telecommute data in regards to the
case. At this time I'm only trying to find an expert, if you would be willing to consider assistance in this
case and could send your fee schedule I could provide such to my clients and their attorney so that they
might consider my suggestion of using an expert in this area.
Most respectfully,
Michele Yontef
MAXO Investigations
www.GoMaxo.com / Contact@GoMaxo.com
4001 E Pima Street – Suite C
Tucson AZ 85712
520
-284-5226

Jeffrey Peterson Bio
jp@jeffreypeterson.com
Jeffrey Peterson was the original founder of Quepasa Corporation, a Nasdaq and New York Stock
Exchange publicly-traded company that was the first nationally branded online community for English
and Spanish speaking Hispanics in the USA. Under Peterson's leadership, Quepasa became a nationally
known company while achieving peak stock market capitalization in excess of $500 million. Peterson
eventually sold Quepasa to an investment group led by Richard L. Scott, before he became Governor of
Florida. After a name change, the company still trades today on the Nasdaq Stock Market, as MeetMe
Corp.
Mr. Peterson has been interviewed by major media in the U.S., including the Wall Street Journal, CNBC,
CNN, Baaron's, USA today, and more.
In Arizona, Peterson served on the Board of Directors and Executive Committee under Arizona Governor
Janet Napolitano, before she was elected as Secretary of Homeland Security.
Peterson was a co-investor in numerous Silicon Valley startups with tech entrepreneurs such as Peter
Thiel, the PayPal founder in Silicon Valley, and Richard Rosenblatt, the former MySpace and Demand
Media founder.
In Washington, D.C., Peterson served on the Board of Directors of the U.S. Philippines Society, with
former Director of National Intelligence, John Negroponte.
Starting in 2013, Peterson partnered with former DNC Chairman Howard Dean, to launch a new
technology venture called Mobile Corporation.
Mysteriously, in mid-2014, while Peterson was in Mexico, he was invited by Emiliano Salinas, the son of
former Mexican President Carlos Salinas, to join what was called a self-help organization called NXIVM.
When Peterson didn't join NXIVM, many of his former political contacts and friends from Janet
Napolitano's circle stopped talking to him. Peterson has been targeted by various state regulatory
agencies and lawsuits out of Arizona, ever since.
Recently, NXIVM was in the national press as its leader, Keith Raniere, was convicted of running a cult.
There are strong rumors that Emiliano Salinas may be indicted, but this has not happened yet.
Meanwhile, Peterson continues to be harassed through the legal system by Napolitano's group, through
present day, who continue to operate out of Arizona and Mexico subsequent to their resignation and
departure from Washington, D.C. in the aftermath of the Fast and Furious scandal.
For the past year, Peterson has been posting information about the Democrat Party's involvement with
the Mexican PRI on social media. According to statistics, these posts have received about a million views
per month.

Maria Espinoza Bio
National Director of The Remembrance Project
Maria has served as the Co-founder and National Director of The Remembrance Project since its
inception in 2009. She is the person who brought the Angel Mom, Dads and Angel Families to Donald
Trump during the 2015-16 Presidential election cycle.
She is the creator of the “Stolen Lives Quilt”, a visual memorial that honors and remembers Americans
killed by illegal aliens. She is nationally recognized as the foremost expert on the impacts and cost in
human lives that open borders and non-enforcement of immigration laws are causing.
Maria has appeared on Fox News, Fox Business channels, NRA TV with Grant Stinchfield, OAN,
Christian Broadcasting Network, DOVE TV, Hagee Network, Neil Cavuto, Lou Dobbs, and Tucker
Carlson. She has given hundreds of radio interviews across America.
Even liberal media recognizes her effectiveness: Univision named Maria as one of America’s top "15
immigration hawks defining Trump's agenda"; the only lady named on their list. The list included
Stephen Miller, Sr. Advisor to the President, Steven Bannon (former Sr. White House Advisor), former
U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions, Kris Kobach (former Sec. State of Kansas), Texas Governor Greg
Abbott, Texas Lt. Gov. Dan Patrick, Texas AG Ken Paxton, and others. The Texas Observer wrote: Meet
Maria Espinoza, the Texan Elevating ‘Angel Moms’ to the National Stage.
On January 25, 2017, she stood alongside President Trump at the White House signing of the Executive
Orders on border security, where he handed Maria the pens with which he signed the orders. In April
2017, and in fulfillment of a promise to Maria that he would more directly assist the families, President
Trump formed the President’s Office of “Victims of Immigration Crime Engagement” (VOICE).
In addition to speaking across the country Maria has testified before Congress on National Security,
participated in round-table discussions with all levels of law enforcement (FBI, U.S. Marshals, DA's, U.S.
Attorneys, Border Agents, Sheriffs), met with several Trump Administration high level cabinet officials in
Justice, Homeland Security and in the State Department, has attended murder trials and criminal
hearings with surviving families.
She helped create a coalition of Chaplins through CAREForceUS and The Crisis Team International to serve and
minister to grieving families.
A native Texan and a small business owner, Maria is also an accomplished former collegiate distance runner at
Abilene Christian University in Abilene, Texas, where she was an All-American Miler. Maria and her husband,
Tim Lyng, a professional engineer, returned to Texas after two (2) years of living and working in Washington
D.C.

Please direct speaking requests with details to: 202-579-0062 or media@TheRemembranceProject.org
The Remembrance Project P.O. Box 440548 Houston, TX 77244-0548
www.TheRemembranceProject.org
Maria Espinoza Statement
Nearly 10 years ago, The Remembrance Project, an organization with a national network serving as a
voice for the victims killed by illegal aliens, created a movement that brought Angel moms, dads and
Angel families to our “America First” President - Donald J. Trump, and to the nation.
Do you remember when he stood with Angel moms and dads and said:
“For years their plight was met with indifference. No more! I told them three years ago when we were
together…I said I hear you, I see you and I will never let you down. Their loved ones have not died in
vain. We know that. We call them the angel families. Angel moms, angel pops…
He spoke these words in 2018 echoing what families of The Remembrance Project had heard since our
very first meetings with then Presidential candidate Donald Trump in 2015; in private rooms before and
after rallies where they, too, took the podium; and at our 2016 conference - spoken to dozens of Stolen
Lives families…our Angel families. And dozens of locations in between. We told him. He listened.
But let’s back up just a bit to May 7, 2014, just over 5 years ago. Brian’s mom, Josephine, his brother
Kent, myself and Angel Dad Ray Tranchant, met with America’s Top Cop, Attorney General Eric Holder
and the man in charge of securing our borders, DHS Secretary Jeh Johnson, each in separate meetings
that day. We were there to get answers to the Terry family’s unanswered questions surrounding Brian’s
murder.
Rather than answers, what we witnessed something that had become an all too familiar pattern of
abuse of Angel families, involving lies, excuses of “ignorance” and a general arrogance by officials at all
levels of government in providing information to aggrieved American families surrounding the deaths of
their loved ones.
I know I left those meetings disappointed and upset, and, I am sure, I was not alone.
Since that day in 2014, we have witnessed the loss of thousands more American lives, leaving empty
chairs at 4th of July parades and picnics, at family celebrations throughout each year, lasting lifetimes in
the remaining years of our American families. We firmly hold and believe that it is now time that
President Donald Trump keep one more promise, to open the records of the very Obama order that
sealed the trail of lies and deceit surrounding its “Fast and Furious” illegal gun-walking operation that
supplied thousands of weapons to Mexican cartels and directly resulted in the murder of a son, a
brother and a friend, Border Agent Brian Terry.
The families of The Remembrance Project, in honor and remembrance, joins the Terry Family, asking
President Trump to open the records on the illegal Obama “Fast and Furious” operation. The family
deserves the truth. All Americans deserve the truth. So I say, “Mr. President, as a friend of the Terry’s,
and as a friend of The Remembrance Project and all of its Stolen Lives families, please act NOW! “
Thank you, and God bless each one of us here today, God bless and comfort all grieving American
families, and may God bless America.

Ann Vandersteel Bio
ann@steeltruth.com
SteelTruth™ is a weekly one hour primetime online investigative and news analysis program presented
in a storytelling format. The show's host, Ann Vandersteel, is a thought leader in "new media".
SteelTruth, a weekly news magazine, focuses on topics mostly ignored or mischaracterized by the
mainstream media highlights Ann’s reputation for being a fair journalist who has A-List guests and
sources to help expose complex stories while also offering opinions and solutions. Ann’s talents as a
Media Broadcaster / Business Development / Project Manager specializing in online media broadcasting,
corporate communications, have made her one of the most recognized names in online media.
"Steel Truth" attracts varied, high-profile guests like former Intelligence Community whistleblowers such
as Bill Binney, political operatives like Corey Lewandowski, former DEA official Derek Maltz, Juanita
Broaddrick, Joseph Flynn, Congressional and Senatorial Candidates and more!
Ann is also on the media advisory for Trump Team 2020 Florida. She was selected by Annie Marie
Delgado, President of the grassroots operation for her dedication to covering the subjects that expose
the corruption, provide the truth and support the re-election of President Donald J. Trump. She travels
all over Florida covering rallies, Trump re-election events and political debates. Ann also speaks on the
subject of New Media and journalism in the age of Trump.
Additionally, Ann is also a guest host on YourVoice™ America, the most popular conservative new media
news and analysis show. Ann respects the responsibility of delivering accurate news and analysis with
consistency. Her tenacity and willingness to cover complex subjects like tax reform, geopolitics, the
deep state and the ever-changing landscape of the Trump administration make her a dependable go-to
voice for political issues.
Ann’s professional background also includes spearheading advanced technology projects from start to
finish. Her ability to track social media influencers and leverages intel to effectively analyze and report
current events has made her a powerful voice on social media.

IRL Media Bio

The IRL Media Team is made up of volunteers from a wide variety of demographics and skills. We have
found each other through a common hope for the best future for our Great Country and its wonderful
people. We, like many others today are inspired by the leadership of our President, Donald J. Trump, the
grace of God, and by what we hold close and true in our hearts. Over a period of many months, this
group of unanticipated friends has become a dedicated team.
IRL Media works to discover, document, and bring to the forefront the truth we all deserve to hear, to
expand the great awakening far and wide, for the well-being of the defenseless, the elderly and the
young, the ill and injured, Veterans, and the unborn, and to help brighten the light of encouragement
for our brothers and sisters around the world. As part of our discovery and research process, members
of our team began investigating the events and key players surrounding Operation Fast and Furious.
IRL Media was contacted by family members of several victims of Operation Fast and Furious. Our team
did extensive research over the past 15 months. We interviewed family, whistle blowers and related
parties, to reveal facts and to expose the true human cost of this government program gone awry. It is
our hope that our work brings comfort to the victims, and prosecution for those that enabled irregular
and illegal activities.
For anyone who would like to learn more about our investigations, please follow us on YouTube and
Twitter at @studio_irl.
Additional crimes linked to guns from Fast and Furious
Dec. 9, 2009 Cartel Crime Scene Seizure in Mexico
Mexican Army recovered 900 pounds of cocaine, 132 pounds of methamphetamine, $2 million U.S.
dollars and 48 firearms in Mexicali, Mexico. Twenty of the weapons had been purchased by Fast and
Furious suspects.
Date unknown, 2010 Mexican Men Assault Phoenix Detectives
Arizona state police revealed that two guns from Fast and Furious were found in an arrest involving two
Mexican men who assaulted detectives outside Phoenix in 2010. Nobody was seriously hurt.
Jan. 8, 2010 Mexican Army Seizure
Two weapons purchased by a Fast and Furious suspect were recovered as part of a 14-gun seizure by the
Mexican Army in Tijuana, Mexico.

Feb. 20, 2010 U.S. Crime Scene Seizure
Agents in Arizona at the Tohono O’odham Indian reservation seized 37 AK-47 style weapons purchased
ten days earlier by a Fast and Furious suspect.
Feb. 26 and 27, 2010 Cartel Weapons Seizures in Mexico
ATF notified U.S. Attorney’s office of two large recovery incidents in Mexico that believed to include Fast
and Furious weapons. An email on the Feb. 26 incident stated: “big Mexican Army seizure last night in
Sinaloa from ‘Chapo’ Guzman’s guys.”
July 1, 2010 Two Murders in Mexico
Two AK-47 type assault rifles purchased by Fast and Furious suspects were recovered in Sonora, Mexico
after a shootout between Mexican cartels. Two murders involving the weapons were reported in the
incident.
Aug. 13, 2010 Mexican Military vs. Armed Group
Two AK-47 type assault rifles purchased by a Fast and Furious target were recovered in Durango, Mexico
after a confrontation between the Mexican military and an “armed group.”
Nov. 14, 2010 Terrorist Torture Murder of Mexican Official’s Brother
Two Fast and Furious “walked” AK-47 variant rifles were found at the scene of a shoot-out with suspects
in the Oct. 2010 terrorist torture, kidnap and murder of the brother of a Mexican state attorney general,
Patricia Gonzalez Rodriguez.
July 26, 2010 Firing of Rifle in Mexico
A giant .50 caliber Barrett rifle purchased by a Fast and Furious suspect was recovered in Durango,
Mexico after apparently having been fired. No further details were given.
Dec. 14, 2010 Border Patrol Agent Murder
Two or three AK-47 style rifles found at the murder scene of U.S. Border Patrol Agent Brian Terry, who
was killed in Arizona by illegal immigrant bandits, had been sold to Mexican drug cartels by Fast and
Furious weapons trafficking suspects under ATF’s watch.
Feb. 15, 2011 U.S. Immigration and Customs Agent Murdered in Mexico, Partner Injured.
Immigration and Customs (ICE) Agent Jaime Zapata was murdered and his partner injured in a suspected
cartel ambush in Mexico. Two weapons linked to suspects who were under ATF surveillance were used in
the murder.
May 27, 2011 Mexican Military Helicopter Downed, 29 Cartel Members Killed
A Mexican military helicopter was forced to land after drug cartel suspects fired upon it near Jalisco,
western Mexico. Authorities seized more than 70 assault rifles and other weapons from the suspects
including three AK-47 type assault rifles sold to Fast and Furious suspects.
Aug 17, 2011 11 Violent Crimes in U.S.
The Justice Department reported that Fast and Furious guns had been recovered, so far, at 11 violent
crime scenes in the U.S. but refused to provide details requested by Congress. Later, the Justice
Department revised the number and said there were only two violent crime scenes.
Sept. 14, 2011 8 Violent Crimes in Mexico: 3 Murders, 4 Kidnappings, 1 Attempted Homicide
Fast and Furious weapons were reported to be tied to at least eight violent crimes in Mexico including
three murders, four kidnappings and an attempted homicide.
Nov. 23, 2012 Five Killed, Including Beauty Queen, in Mexico
A weapon purchased by a Fast and Furious suspect under ATF’s watch was recovered scene of a shootout
between Sinaloa drug cartel members and Mexican military in Ciudad Guamuchil, Sinaloa, Mexico.
Sinaloa beauty queen Maria Susana Flores Gamez and four others were killed.

July 29, 2013 Gang-style Assault in Phoenix
An AK-47 rifle that was part of Fast and Furious was used in the gang-style assault on an apartment
building in Phoenix that left two people wounded.
Aug. 14, 2013 Three Weapons Recovered at Mexican Crime Scenes
Three WASR-10 762-calibur Romanian rifles sold to Fast and Furious suspects under ATF’s watch turned
up at crime scenes in Mexico.
Oct. 10, 2013 Three Mexican Police Murdered
A grenade linked to Jean Baptiste Kingery, whom federal officials allowed to traffic unimpeded, was
linked to a drug cartel shootout in Tepatitlin, Jalisco, Mexico in which three Jalisco State police officers
were murdered and four cartel members were killed.
May 4, 2015 “Draw Mohammed” Shooting
One of two Islamic extremist terrorists who opened gunfire at a “Draw Muhammad” cartoon contest in
Texas Nadir Soofi, had reportedly acquired one of his guns he owned as a result of Fast and Furious. The
terrorists shot and injured a security guard.
Jan. 8, 2016 El Chapo Raid
A .50-caliber rifle found after the Jan. 8 raid Joaquin “El Chapo” Guzman’s hideout in Mexico was
funneled through the gun-smuggling investigation known as Fast and Furious, according to reports.

